deepening

We will strengthen our movement across the country if we
improve the ability of Students Unions to provide inclusive
experiences.

Up until now the focus within NUS has been on Outreach
and Widening Participation, and has only recently started
to look at the important role that Student Unions play in
retention and integration through effective engagement.
Student Unions will be truly strong when students from
all backgrounds are able to mix, learn and create the
environment to which everyone exists.

As VP Union Development, I will:
w '?1@41:1C '%0535@-8<8-@2;>9 to help
Unions to really understand diverse groups of students,
identifying the social, cultural and economic barriers that
they face
w ">;B5011D-9<81?;2.1?@<>-/@5/1 across the
country from a variety of different Futher Education and
Higher Education Unions, providing innovative ways of
removing barriers that prevent student involvement
w );>7C5@4("  to create new income
sources for FE Unions through NUS
extra, NUS digital and NUS media
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Not one student’s experience is the same. We need to
have a better understanding of these experiences and
challenges, so that at every level, we appreciate the diverse
needs of our members, fellow students and classmates,
so we can truly deliver what they need. A one-size-fits-all
approach will not work.
Whatever their background, all students should have the
opportunity to receive a well-rounded experience within
their education, regardless of social, cultural and economic
barriers. NUS should be working to help develop Unions so
they can meet all of their students’ needs, no matter how
diverse, through various activities and services in media,
fundraising, academics, societies and clubs.
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- Ed Marsh - NUS VP Union Development
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The enthusiasm and determination displayed by student
officers is inspiring. They dedicate hours upon hours into
fighting for representation, leading change and driving
forward involvement on shoe string budgets, through
coffee fuelled days and sleep depriving schedules. They
are the champions of our movement.
Union Development needs to support these officers in
helping their members lead change within every section
and activity of their Union, providing a platform for
students to be able to do inspirational things. Recognising
how each department within a Union is important for
providing our members with the opportunities they
need to gain invaluable employability skills and develop as
individuals.
NUS should be working proactively to ensure that
Students’ Unions don’t fail or encounter barriers because
of this by helping them to bridge the gaps between
institutions, sourcing opportunities and sharing best
practice in order to make the most of our collective strength.

As VP Union Development, I will:
w 18<81-0 '%4->5@E to create new and diverse
models for great Student Unions using a new version of
the Student Union Evaluation Initiative (SUEI), helping
unions to learn from each other and good practice
elsewhere.
w 4-9<5;:@41B-8A1 of Students’ Unions to their
members, Universities and other organisation and ensure
recognition for the brilliance and diversity of work by
officers to involve and represent their members, not just
locally but nationally.
w 1B18;< the existing Student Union Evaluation
Initiative (SUEI) to work for Further Education and Small,
Specialist Student Unions
w :?A>1there isrecognition for the value of Student
Unions the value that Student Unions bring to our
society

“We need to /4-9<5;: what we do best and
/4-881:31 ourselves to do .1@@1>.”

Contact me
Please get in touch for more information or to
receive this manifesto in an alternative format.

rebecca.bridger@nus.org.uk
07515 005 443

